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Thunderbird
LUGGAGE
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Chrome
Luggage Rack
(A9750570)

High quality tubular steel chrome plated luggage rack which must be installed
in conjunction with the quick release sissy bar. Allows convenient additional
luggage room and also the installation of the larger leather sissy bar bag,
A9528032.

MSRP
$139.99

Chrome Single
Seat Rack 
Tubular
(A9730308
CDMO)

High gloss, hand polished, multi layer Chrome plated luggage rack, fabricated
from steel tubing for functionality & strength. This product can only be
installed when the passenger seat is removed.

MSRP
$139.99

High quality genuine leather panniers offer 42 litres of luggage carrying
Leather Panniers
capacity. Featuring chrome plated, Triumph branded buckles with hidden snap
 Pair
clips for ease of use. Moulded rear section and integral stiffeners to maintain
(T2350853)
its shape and enhanced durability. Triumph Logo branding to front.

MSRP
$629.99

Leather Sissy
Bar Bag  Large
(A9520080)

Genuine leather Sissy Bar bag which offers convenient storage of smaller items
whilst retaining true custom styling.

MSRP
$129.99

Leather Sissy
Bar Bag  Small
(A9528033)

Genuine leather Sissy Bar bag which offers convenient storage of smaller items
whilst retaining true custom styling. Can only be used in conjunction with Sissy
Bar A9750516.

MSRP
$99.99

Pannier
Mounting Kit
(A9528030)

This Pannier Mounting kit allows the panniers to be isolated from the natural
movement of the bike, ensuring the machine handles as intended in every
situation. Featuring coated steel fabricated construction with fully rubber
damped mounting brackets with enclosed dynamic mechanism to prevent
exaggerated oscillation of the panniers.

MSRP
$169.99

COMFORT
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Adjustable
Highway Peg
mounting kit
(A9750455)

Adjustable highway peg mounting kit to enable rider to change foot position
on the move for enhanced comfort. Allows full 360 degree adjustment to suit
rider preference. Finished in high quality chrome. Must be installed in
conjunction with Triumph highway pegs A9750459.

MSRP
$109.99

Adjustable
Passenger
Footboard
Hardware Kit
(A9758125)

Adjustable position Footboard Mounts finished in high gloss chrome with
chrome footboards and moulded rubber pads.

MSRP
$179.99

Adjustable Rider The patented Adjustable Rider Backrest, with its unique thumbwheel adjuster,
Backrest
makes a great difference to the riding experience on the Rocket III range and
(A9708158)
works equally well on the Thunderbird too.

PRICE

MSRP
$189.99

Thunderbird
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Chrome Line
Highway Pegs
(A9750523)

High gloss chrome highway peg, Features Rubber Foot Grip and chrome
insert. For use with either A9750455 or A9750463 Mounting Kits.

Chrome Line
Passenger
Footboard Kit
(A9758160)

High gloss, hand polished, triple chromed cast passenger footboards featuring
the Chrome Line Passenger Footboard mats. To be installed in conjunction
with Adjustable Passenger Footboard hardware kit, A9758125 (for
Thunderbird and Thunderbird Storm) or Passenger Footboard Mounting Kit,
A9778000 (for America and Speedmaster)

MSRP
$229.99

Chrome Line
Rider Footboard
Kit (A9758158)

Kit includes a set of high quality chromed tear drop rider footboards and
rubber mats with chrome detailing. To be installed in conjunction with rider
footboard hardware and controls kit  A9758124 (for Thunderbird and
Thunderbird Storm) or rider footboard mounting kit  A9778001 (for America
and Speedmaster)

MSRP
$249.99

Chrome Line
Rider Footpegs
(A9718013)

Rubber Foot Peg featuring integral Chrome detailing with high grip rubber
covering.

Classic
Passenger
Footboards
(A9758159)

High gloss, hand polished, triple chromed cast Passenger Footboards featuring
high grip rubber footboards. To be installed in conjunction with Adjustable
Passenger Footboard hardware kit, A9758125 (for Thunderbird and
Thunderbird Storm) or Passenger Footboard Mounting Kit, A9778000 (for
America and Speedmaster).

MSRP
$209.99

Classic Rider
Footboard Kit
(A9758157)

Kit includes a set of high quality chromed tear drop rider footboards and
rubber mats. To be installed in conjunction with Rider Footboard Hardware &
Controls Kit, A9758125 (for Thunderbird and Thunderbird Storm) or
Passenger Footboard Mounting Kit, A9778000 (for America and Speedmaster).

MSRP
$229.99

Fixed Highway
Peg Mount
(A9750463)

Short Highway Peg Mounting Kit, enables rider to change foot position on the
move for enhanced comfort. Finished in high quality chrome. Must be installed
in conjunction with Triumph highway pegs A9750459.

MSRP
$79.99

Heated Grip Kit
(A9638123)

Complete heated grip kit, featuring replacement grips with integral heaters,
twin colour temperature indicator switch & mount, internally routed wiring and
all required wiring hardware. Fits all Triumph thunderbird handlebar options.

MSRP
$249.99

Highway pegs
logo  Chrome
(A9750459)

High gloss chrome highway peg, features rubber foot grip and Triumph logo.
For use with either A9750455 or A9750463 mounting kits.

MSRP
$89.99

Longhaul
Backrest Pad
(A9708239)

To be used with the Quick Release Sissy Bar kit. Fabric matched with Longhaul
Pillion Seat.

MSRP
$99.99

MSRP
$89.99

MSRP
$89.99

Thunderbird
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Longhaul Pillion
Seat
(A9708261)

The Longhaul passenger seat offers a passenger position designed with
comfort in mind. Covered with premium Sky Renna fabric and a distinctive
stitch detail; this seat is the luxury choice for long distance touring. To be
installed with Longhaul Rider Seat, T2301138.

MSRP
$139.99

Longhaul Rider
Seat
(T2301138)

The Longhaul Rider Seat offers a rider position designed with comfort in
mind. Covered with premium Sky Renna fabric and a distinctive stitch detail;
this seat is the luxury choice for long distance touring. To be installed with
Longhaul Pillion Seat, A9708261.

MSRP
$219.99

Longhaul
Touring Seat 
Dual
(T2305357)

The Longhaul Touring Dual Seat offers a rider and pillion position designed
with comfort in mind. With a premium Sky Renna fabric cover and a distinctive
stitch detail.

MSRP
$359.99

Quick Release
Passenger
Backrest Bar
(A9750516)

Offering flexibility and comfort the Quick Release Passenger Backrest Bar is a
must for twoup touring. The passenger benefits from a comfortable, relaxed
ride, and when it's just the two of you (you and your bike) removal is swift via
the two stage Quick Release mechanism. The Passenger Backrest Bar also
features an integral lock and key security system to ensure only the owner can
enjoy the Quick Release features. Additional luggage capacity is available via
the traditionally styled, polished Chrome Rack. Please note the published price
does not include the Longhaul Backrest Pad A9708239, which must be
ordered separately.

MSRP
$329.99

Rider Footboard
Hardware and
Controls Kit
(A9758124)

This Accessory kit offer Thunderbird riders the option to setup their bike with
the foot boards for a more relaxed ergonomic position. Includes Chrome
plated levers and mounting brackets

MSRP
$189.99

Thunderbird
ELECTRICAL
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Auxiliary Lamps
Kit  US
(A9938040)

Auxiliary lamp kit featuring Chrome plated fog lamps and mounting bar.
Supplied complete with all necessary mounting hardware and wiring.

Auxiliary Power
Socket
(A9938039)

Analogue Tachometer to replace the finisher installed in the instrument panel
on America models.

MSRP
$34.99

Fog Lamps
(A9938099)

Fog lamp kit featuring Chrome plated fog lamps and mounting bar. Supplied
complete with all necessary mounting hardware and wiring. Offered for
Thunderbird only. Not suitable for Thunderbird Storm. This is a market
specific product please consult your authorised Triumph dealer for further
information.

POA

Optimate
Adaptor
(A9930011)

Allows convenient use of an Optimate Adaptor when used in conjunction with
the auxiliary power socket A9938047.

MSRP
$24.99

Triumph Battery
Automatic Battery Optimiser for lead acid batteries (Market Specific; A9930219
Optimiser
EU, A9930220 US).
(A9930218)

PRICE
MSRP
$329.99

MSRP
$59.99

Thunderbird
PERFORMANCE
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Big Bore
Performance Kit
1700cc
(A9618043)

Complete Big Bore Performance kit including oversize pistons, revised
camshafts, Piston rings, liners, gudgeon pins, all gaskets, uprated clutch
springs & the all important 104ci clutch cover embellisher. Increases engine
capacity from 1600 to 1700cc (or for USA 98 to 104 Cubic Inches). Huge
gains in power & torque! Can be installed in conjunction with High Flow
Silencers to create the ultimate Thunderbird. Please note this product should
only be fitted by an authorised Triumph dealer. Please refer to your authorised
Triumph dealer for fitment times and costs. Requires specific tune download.
Approvals vary by market, please consult your approved Triumph stockist.

PRICE

MSRP
$899.99

High Gloss, triple plated chrome accessory silencers featuring tapered bodys
High Flow
with slash cut outlets. Revised internals to enable improved gas flow resulting
Silencer Kit Long in improvements in torque & horsepower, combined with a deeper more
(A9618052)
aggressive exhaust note. Supplied complete with all required gaskets. Requires
specific calibration to guarantee optimum performance.

MSRP
$449.99

High Flow
Silencer Kit
Short
(A9618050)

High Gloss, triple plated chrome accessory silencers featuring shortened
tapered bodies with slash cut outlets. Revised internals to enable improved gas
flow resulting in improvements in Torque & horsepower, combined with a
deeper more aggressive exhaust note. Supplied complete with all required
gaskets and replacement heat shield covers to match revised profile. Requires
specific calibration to guarantee optimum performance. Offroad use only.

MSRP
$429.99

Restrictor Kit
25KW
(A9618116)

Mechanical restrictor bracket to reduce power output to 25kw.

MSRP
$49.99

Thunderbird
PROTECTION
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Alarm Kit 
Thatcham
Approved
(A9808081)

Thatcham approved (Category 1) bespoke alarm immobiliser system
developed in conjunction with Datatool. Designed to be installed whilst
ensuring the integrity of the motorcycle wiring harness. Features vibration
resistant construction.

MSRP
$399.99

Engine Dresser
Bar Kit
(A9738118)

High quality hand polished, multi layer chrome plated engine dresser bars,
manufactured from 1 1/4 steel tubing. Designed to accept the installation of
highway peg mounting kits if desired. Supplied complete with all mounting
hardware, replacement chrome horn with bespoke repositioned bracketry and
cast & chromed mounting finishers.

MSRP
$219.99

Leather Tank
Cover
(A95200100
PRLI)

Genuine leather tank panel with convenient storage pouch. Features chrome
plated cast buckle with embossed Triumph logo.

MSRP
$79.99

Lower Air
Deflectors
(A9741047)

Lower Air deflector kit for use with Quick Release Roadster and Summer
Screen Kits, features Chrome detailing. Offers enhanced wind protection and
superb looks.

MSRP
$149.99

Radiator Cover 
Factory colour coded Radiator cover manufactured from high strength ABS,
Colour Coded
available in all colour options with protective film strip to avoid damage from
(A9708232
stone chips/road debris etc. Two tone option features hand painted line detail.
CDMO)

MSRP
$199.99

High quality hand polished, multi layer chrome plated rear dresser bars,
Rear Dresser Bar
manufactured from 1 steel tubing. Supplied complete with all mounting
Kit (A9738119)
hardware & cast & chromed mount finishers.

MSRP
$179.99

Triumph Disc
Lock
(A9810000)

High quality, forged Disc Lock and carry pouch. Manufactured in the EU. SRA
Approved/Sold Secure.

Triumph U
Lock, 270mm
(A9810006)

High quality, 270mm U Lock. Manufactured in the EU. SRA Approved/Sold
Secure.

MSRP
$94.99

MSRP
$119.99

STYLING
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Caliper Covers 
Chrome
(A9738194)

High gloss, hand polished Chrome Calliper Covers, featuring laser etched
Triumph Logo & replacement extended calliper bolts.

PRICE
MSRP
$89.99

Thunderbird
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Chrome Levers
(A9738167)

High quality triple chrome plated lever set to compliment the other Chrome
hand controls in the range.

Chrome Single
Seat Rack 
Pressed
(A9758102
CDMO)

High gloss, hand polished, multi layer Chrome plated luggage rack, Formed
from 3mm thick steel sheet for functionality & strength. Includes Triumph logo
medallion finisher. This product can only be installed when the passenger seat
is removed.

MSRP
$129.99

Chrome Switch
Housing Kit
(A9738156)

Add chrome levers, chrome master cylinder cover and switchcube clamp for a
full chrome hand control setup. Choose a style of Chrome Handlebar Clamp
and Chrome Mirrors to complete the look.

MSRP
$199.99

Clutch Cover
Chrome  98
Cubic Inches
(A9730519)

High Gloss Chrome Clutch cover, features embossed and painted 98 CI Logo.

MSRP
$54.99

Clutch Cover
Embellisher
Chrome 
Thunderbird
(A9730517)

High Gloss Chrome Clutch cover, features embossed and painted Thunderbird
Logo.

MSRP
$54.99

Front Caliper
Caps  Chrome
(A9730642)

High Gloss Chrome Calliper Caps, featuring embossed and painted Triumph
Logo. Comes complete with 3m adhesive fixings

MSRP
$29.99

Fuel cap billet
style
(A9730176)

High gloss chrome Fuel Filler Cap, Billet Style detailing. Tested to the same
levels as OEM fuel filler cap.

MSRP
$59.99

Fuel filler cap
Lockable
(A9930170)

High gloss Lockable chrome Fuel Filler Cap, features Triumph branded bezel
and knurled edge. Tested to the same levels as OEM fuel filler cap. Supplied
with two keys.

MSRP
$59.99

Instrument
Visor  Chrome
(A9730610)

High gloss Chrome plated Instrument visor, the perfect finishing touch for
your custom Thunderbird console, supplied complete with self adhesive 3m
fixings.

MSRP
$34.99

Leather
Embellisher
(A9938097)

Self Adhesive

MSRP
$19.99

MSRP
$99.99

Thunderbird
NAME

DESCRIPTION

License plate
frame  Chrome
(A9730221)

The perfect finishing touch for your Rocket III, the chrome number plate is
designed for use with registration plates 7.25 x 4.25. Does not include
Triumph logo plate. Suitable for US market only.

PRICE
MSRP
$46.99

Lower Belt
High gloss, hand polished, multi layer Chrome plated steel belt guard, replaces
Guard  Chrome the standard equipment part and compliments the Chrome swingarm covers
(A9738135)
perfectly.

MSRP
$99.99

Master Cylinder
Cover  Chrome
(A9738069)

Add Chrome Levers, Chrome Switch Housing and Switchcube Clamp for a full
chrome hand control setup. Choose a style of Chrome Handlebar Clamp and
Chrome Mirrors to complete the look.

MSRP
$59.99

Oil Filler Cap 
Chrome
(A9610201)

Chrome plated oil filler/dipstick. Features TriCorner ergonomic grip with
smooth top.

MSRP
$34.99

Oil Filler Cap 
Logo Chrome
(A9610200)

Chrome plated oil filler/dipstick. Features TriCorner ergonomic grip with
Triumph badge logo.

MSRP
$34.99

Oil Gallery Plugs
Highly polished stainless steel oil gallery plugs to complete the detailing of
 Polished
your Thunderbird engine.
(A9738133)

MSRP
$19.99

Oval Mirrors 
Black
(A9638084)

Oval style. Excellent visibility. Satin black finish for a dark aggressive attitude.

MSRP
$149.99

Oval Style
Mirror  Drilled
Stem
(A9638032)

Stylish, high gloss chrome mirror kit, featuring laser etched Triumph logo.
Available with Oval or Teardrop shaped mirror heads with solid drilled stems,
the finishing touch.

MSRP
$159.99

Oval Style
Mirror  Solid
Stem
(A9638031)

Stylish, high gloss chrome Mirror kit, featuring laser etched Triumph logo.
Available with Oval or Teardrop shaped Mirror heads with solid or drilled
stems. The finishing touch.

MSRP
$149.99

Quick Release
Midsize Screen
Kit (A9700318)

Quantum coated Lexan Polycarbonate Screen. Approximately 420mm high.
(measured from headlamp aperture.)

MSRP
$419.99

Thunderbird
NAME

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Quick Release
Roadster Screen
(A9700316)

Quantum Coated polycarbonate Screen offers superb durability and scratch
resistance. Features Quick Release, Lockable, Chrome Mounting brackets and
subtle Triumph Branding. Approximately 570mm high. (measured from
headlamp aperture.)

MSRP
$299.99

Quick Release
Screen Lock Kit
(A9748076)

Stainless steel screen lock kit for use with Quick Release screen kits. Supplied
complete with two keys and antitamper mounting fasteners.

MSRP
$24.99

Chromed steel screen mounting Hardware for use with Quick Release Screen
Quick Release
Kits A9700316 and A9700318. Features multi layer chrome plated, hand
Screen Mounting polished mounting brackets with polyurethane mounted, turned stainless steel
Kit (A9750510) mounting bobbins to ensure a long lasting, secure dock for our range of Quick
Release screens.

MSRP
$169.99

Quick Release
Summer Screen
Kit (A9741024)

Quantum coated Lexan Polycarbonate Screen. Approximately 265mm high
(measured from headlamp aperture).

MSRP
$259.99

Radiator Cover  High gloss Chrome ABS Radiator Cover, preinstalled with protective mesh
Chrome
insert for ease of installation & protective film strip to avoid damage from
(A9708176)
stone chips/road debris etc.

MSRP
$149.99

Rear Caliper Cap
High gloss Chrome rear Calliper Cap, featuring embossed and painted
 Chrome
Triumph Logo. Supplied complete with 3m adhesive fixings.
(A9730641)

MSRP
$24.99

Rear Fender
Medallion 
Chrome
(A9708353)

MSRP
$15.99

The Chrome Fender Medallion provides a neat finish for the rear fender when
used in conjunction with the Solo Bucket Seat.

Rear Master
Cylinder Cover 
High Gloss Chrome version of the original equipment part.
Chrome
(A9738148)

MSRP
$29.99

Teardrop Style
Mirror  Drilled
Stem
(A9638034)

Stylish, high gloss chrome mirror kit, featuring laser etched Triumph logo.
Available with Oval or Teardrop shaped mirror heads with solid or drilled
stems. The finishing touch.

MSRP
$159.99

Teardrop Style
Mirror  Solid
Stem
(A9638033)

Stylish, high gloss chrome mirror kit, featuring laser etched Triumph logo.
Available with Oval or Teardrop shaped mirror heads with solid or drilled
stems, the finishing touch.

MSRP
$149.99

Thunderbird
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Twin T
Handlebar
(A9638044)

Chrome Twin T Oversize handlebars for a custom look. Ergonomic position as
per the stock handlebars. Supplied complete with high quality chrome plated
cast cable/harness guides for the ultimate custom finish.

MSRP
$229.99

Upper Yoke 
Chrome
(A9638051)

High gloss, hand polished triple plated chrome Upper Yoke, supplied complete
with replacement fasteners.

MSRP
$169.99

Water Manifold 
High gloss, hand polished Chrome version of the original water manifold.
Chrome
Supplied with replacement gasket & fasteners.
(A9738132)

† Price is MSRP, and excludes tax, title, license, options, handling, predelivery, and destination charges.
Specifications and MSRP are subject to change without notice. Actual price determined by dealer.

PRICE

MSRP
$59.99

